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The Semistate Description of Nonlinear 
Time-Variable Circuits 

ROBERT W. NEWCOhlB, FELLOW, IEEE 

Ahtmci-It is shown that, by the possible use of circuit equivalencea, 
circuits satisfyiug rather light assumptions posses3 the semistate descrfp 
tiOll 

di+B(x,t)=%4 

y=Tx 

where u =input, y =output, x =semistate, and &, 9, Fare constant 
operators. The semistate cau be chosen as tree branch voltages and link 
branch currents, a determination of coo&tent initial semistates is given 
which stems from a forward steppiag solution equation. An appkpriate 
reduction with attendant signal-flow graph for design is obtained io the 
linear time-invariant case. 

I. INTR~DLJ~TI~N 

P RACTICAL INTEREST in integrated circuits (It’s) 
where the primary elements are truly nonlinear points 

out the importance of having a theory of nonlinear cir- 
cuits relevant to IC realizations. To be sure, the past with 
its rich and varied history of nonlinear circuit analysis 
[l]-[4] has made important contributions, yet there are 
limitations which can be severe when practical It’s are 
considered. For example, present theories rely upon state- 
variable equations to describe the circuit dynamics, 
whereas circuits of interest may not possess a state-variable 
representation [5, p. 4041. Since the very first problem met 
in the analysis or design of a nonlinear circuit is that of 
what description to use, it is clear that it is necessary to 
have other than state-variable descriptions available in 
order to just begin some analyses or designs. Of course, if 
possible, one would like a more general description and a 
description which contains the state variable one as a 
special case when it exists. Such is the semistate descrip- 
tion to be presented here. 

The semistate equations can be put into the canonical 
form of the abstract above and arise very naturally through 
methods used in writing circuit equations, that is by 
combining the laws of the circuit elements through the 
laws of interconnection (Kirchhoff’s current and voltage 
laws). The details of this formulation are given in Section 
III. But in order to achieve the canonical form, it is 
convenient to use some basic equivalences- these are 
given in Section II. Because arbitrary initial semistates 
can not be prescribed, it is important to know which are 
allowed,.thus leading to the consideration in Section IV of 
consistent initial conditions. And, of course, in the case of 
linear time-invariant circuits we should be able to give 
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complete solutions; for this purpose the previous results 
using the Drazin inverse [6] are known so Section V goes 
into other aspects. Finally, the concept of the semistate 
opens up many avenues for both practice and theory some 
of which are discussed in Section VI. 

II. CIRCUIT EQUIVALENCE 

The key to getting a simple canonical form for the 
semistate equations is the use of several circuit equiva- 
lences. The equivalences of interest are of two types: the 
first uses gyrators to convert to admittance-type descrip- 
tions and the second places nonlinearities in resistive 
elements to allow the use of linear dynamics. 

The gyrator has a rich history [7] but for our purposes, 
it is taken as the two-port described in admittance form 
by 

where g( -) is the gyration conductance; the circuit repre- 
sentation is that of Fig. 1. A main property of the gyrator 
is that it turns a one-port network N into its dual with 
respect to g, Nd( g), defined by 

[ ud, id] fad(g) w id=gu, i=gud, [u, i] EN. 

(11-2) 

The important equivalence is shown in Fig. l(b). Fig. 2(a) 
shows the special result of loading port two of Fig. l(b) by 
a short circuit, which then leads to the other equivalences 
of IFig. 2. 

Fig. 3. shows two-port equivalences of importance to 
us. The first three parts show how to convert other than 
voltage-controlled current sources (VCCS) to VCCS’s. 
Thus the current-controlled voltage source (CCVS) is seen 
in IFig. 3(c) to have the equivalent of the cascade of three 
two-ports each of which has an admittance type descrip- 
tion, as seen by applying parts (a) and (b) of the figure. In 
terms of the equivalences given, others are readily ob- 
tained, as, for example, for n-port transformers or nonlin- 
ear coupled coils. 

Through the equivalence of replacing inductors by 
capacitors, we can guarantee that on an admittance type 
basis all dynamics arise through derivative operators; no 
integrals need occur for ,finite circuits. If a nonlinear 
capacitor occurs, then the equivalence of Fig. 4 [8] shows 
how this in turn can be replaced by nonlinear resistive-type 
elements and a linear (unit) capacitor (even in the active 
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Fig. 1. (a) Gyrator. (b) Basic duality equivalence. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Basic one-port duality. Special Cases: (b) Voltage source 
replacement. (c) Short circuit replacement. (d) Current-controlled in- 
ductor replacement. (e) Time-invariant, inductor replacement. 

case). This results because where 

a4 i=fj(u, t)= 2 + zti 

=Z+[l-a(u,t)]i. (11-3b) 
is a voltage dependent CCCS gain parameter; the CCCS is 
converted to a VCCS by Fig. 3(b). 
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Fig. 3. Two-port equivalences. (a) VCVS. (b) CCCS. (c) CCVS. (d) 
Ideal linear transformer. (e) Time-invariant linear coupled coils. 

Fig. 4. Linear dynamics for nonlinear voltage-controlled capacitor. 

Since, more often than not, active devices are incorpo- 1001, [lo], and MOS [l l] transistors; and at times, the 
rated in practical nonlinear circuits, we have need for equivalents of other components become important, as for 
useful equivalent circuits of these, as for example, those of example, those of the nullator and norator in terms of’ 
operational amplifiers [5, p. 1141, [9], bipolar [5, pp. 77, gyrators and (positive and negative) resistors [ 12, p. 131 or 
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linear time-variable capacitors in terms of time-variable 
gyrators and fixed (positive and negative) capacitors and 
resistors [13]. The list grows with each new device and, 
consequently, only the most basic equivalents have been 
explicitly exhibited here. 

III. THE SEMISTATE EQUATIONS 

The desired canonical form for the semistate equations 
results by using an equivalent circuit in which all elements 
have an admittance type of description. By use of equiva- 
lences of the type of the last section we can generally 
arrive at this form of equivalent circuit. Consequently, it 
will now be assumed that we have on hand an equivalent 
circuit for which: 

A,) all input independent sources are current sources 
(see Fig. 2(b)); 

A,) all controlled sources are VCCS’s (see Fig. 3(a)- 
(4) ; 

As) ,a11 dynamic elements are unit capacitors (see Figs. 
2(d), 3(e), and  (4); 

A4) all other components have admittance-type de- 
scriptions (see Figs. 2(c) and 3(d)). 
It should be pointed out that there are practical circuits 
that are not known to have such an equivalent circuit, 
such as some circuits exhibiting hysteresis. 

To finish our suppositions we assume that there are a 
finite number of components in the equivalent circuit and 
that the connections within it are fixed (that is, any 
switching is done through changes in the circuit elements). 
The (equivalent) circuit then has a (fixed) graph the 
branches of which can be taken of the form of Fig. 5  
where independent current sources are placed across the 
ports of other elements (which may be open circuits). If 
there are b such branches we have the b-vector equations 

i, =i, +i (III-la) 

Vb =v, +v=v, v, =o (III-lb) 

while if v, and i, are the t-vector of tree branch voltages 
and the I-vector of link currents then 

Vb =Gv* (III-2a) 

lb 
’ =si, (III-2b) 

where (? is the cut-set matrix, 5  is the tie-set matrix and - 
denotes matrix transpose. 

By (111-2) any voltages and currents, or linear combina- 
tions of them, in the circuit can be expressed as linear 
combinations of the tree branch voltages and link cur- 
rents. In particular this will.be true of output quantities y 
in which case we have 

(1113) 

for ‘some constant matrix %. 
Equations (III-I)-(111-3) are Kirchhoff’s laws which are 

completed by the laws of the circuit elements. These we 
write, by our assumption of admittance type descriptions, 
as 

i=%y(pP 1, v) (1114) 

where p = d/dt is the derivative operator. Here ‘!Qb( *, *, *) is. 
the branch by branch admittance operator, which in fact 
is allowed to be multiple valued. 

Now, if there are c capacitors, all assumed of unit 
capacitance by assumption As), we are free to put these 
(as a convenience) in the ,first c branches. Letting 1, 
denote the cxc identity, O,-, the (b-c)x(b-c) zero, 
and i the direct sum, we can express the branch by 
branch admittance operator as 

~b(p,t,v)=p[lc/Ob--c]v+~~(f,v) (111.5) 

where %o is the (branch-by-branch) conductance operator 
describing the noncapacitor, noninput source elements (it 
may have zeros in the capacitive branch positions). Com- 
bining all equations, except (111-3) so far stated in this 
section: 

~i,=i,+p(l,/O,-,)~~,+~~(t,6?.v,). (111.6a) 

Two of the terms in (III-6a) can be written as 

p(1, /Ob--c)2v, -3i, 

= [ p(1, +Ob-#, -?] [ ;I. (III-6b) 

Further, we can take the nonzero entries of i, as the inputs 
(that is, entries of the input vector u), and, thus we can 
write 

is=-cii)u (111-6~) 

for some constant ma& 9. Combining the (111-6) equa- 
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(c) 
Fig. 6. (a) MOS example circuit with (3) equivalent and (c) graph. 

tions and adjoining the output equation, (1113), gives 

pizq (III-7a) 
(III-7b) 

where 

Vt 
x= 

I I 
= semistate 

11 
(III .8a) 

@= [ (1, io,-,)ko,,,] (III .8b) 

3(x, t)= [ObXf’ -$+Oy,(t, [ z?,Obx,]x) (111.8~) 

with Obxl being the b-by-l zero matrix and + denoting time 
differentiation. It should be noted that @ is a constant 
b x b matrix of rank c and that in the case of time-invariant 
circuit elements the (algebraic) operator %!I is independent 
of t, %3(x, t)=%(x,O). Equation (111-8) are one of many 
possibilities and, hence, we will call any set of equations 
of the form of (111-7) (with possibly functionals of u added 
on the right-hand sides) which completely represent a 
circuit a set of semistate equations for the circuit; those in 
the exact form of (111-7) will be called canonical. 

Example III-I : 
Consider the MOS amplifier of Fig. 6(a) which has the 

appropriate equivalent circuit of Fig. 6(b), for which Nor- 
ton’s Theorem has been used. It will be assumed that the 
transistor is described by [ 1 l] 

id =F(v,, vd> 

f(z)=KzZ1(z) 

where l(a) is the unit step function and K, V,, and I are 
transistor (gain, turn-on, and channel-length modulation) 
constants. The circuit graph is specified in Fig. 6(c) where 
the tree is taken (for convenience) as branches 1 and 2. 
We have by inspection 

G,=[v,,v,] i;=[i,,i,,i,], 

i:, = [O,G,u,O,O,O] 

e=lOl o-1 
I 0 1 1 -1 -1 I 

-1 -1 1 0 0 
$J= 0 ‘. 1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 0 1 I 

‘I 
12 

‘3 

14 

_ 15 

1 Cl PO, 

I G2v2 

= G3(03-F/d) 

0 
ev4, v5) 
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(b) 
Fig. 7. (a) Circuit with semistate but no state equations. (b) Graph. 

The semistate equations are then, by (III-7), (111-8) 

I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -x4 

F(-3, -x,-x2)-x5 

y= [ - 1, - l,O,O,O]x. 

0 
G2 

= 
0 u 

0 
-0 _ 

Examp Ie III-2: 
Consider the circuit of Fig. 7(a) which has been proven 

to have ‘no state equations [5, p. 4041 when 

vR = -3i, +ii . 

Using the graph of Fig. 7(b) we have 

01 

x= 02 I.1  y=v, 

13 

pCv, = -i, 
u=v, +v, 

v,-(+3i,-iz)=O. 

Semistate equations are then 

[ 0  0 0 c 0 0 0 ox+ 0 I [y 8  jjx+[:, 
y= [O,l,O]x. 

Ii [ 0  
= 1 

0 
u 

We conclude that semistate equations will exist when 
state variable ones may not, while, if & is nonsingular at 
(III-7a), the state-variable equations are special cases of 
semistate ones. It is also of interest to reduce the semistate 
equations to state-variable form. This is a matter of di- 
agonalizing &, @= 1, /Obmr, and then eliminating varia- 
bles (b-r variables from the last b-r equations when 
&=,l, iO,-,); as shown by Example 111-2, this elimina- 
tion may not always be possible. 

IV. CONSISTENT INITIAL CONDITIONS-SOLUTION 
FORMULATION 

Because the coefficient matrix @  of f in the semistate 
equation may be singular, the semistate equations need 
not allow all possible initial conditions. Those which are 
allowed we call consistent. More precisely, x0 is a con- 
sistent initial semistate at t = t, if there exists a semistate 
x(t), for t near t,, such that 

x(t,)=x, = o!ay o~(to +At). (IV-l) 
+ 

In obtaining the constraint on given initial conditions x,, 
we will also obtain a means for solution of the semistate 
equations. 

The details are somewhat messy but to pursue the 
consistency constraint on x0 we write 

i= lim 
x(t+At)-x(t) 

At 
(IV-2a) 

At+0 

and expand %!I in a Taylor series expansion 

+(V,B),(x(t,+At)-x(&J)+.-. (IV-2b) 

where the subscript zero denotes evaluation at t =t, and 
V, is the vector gradient (hence, V, is a bx b matrix). 
These expressions we set into the dynamic portion of the 
semistate equations, (III-7a), evaluated at t = c,. Combin- 
ing multiples of x(t, +At) gives 

x(t,+At)=[&+(V,‘%),At]-‘{[@+(V,?Q,Ar]x(t,) 

+Vhl -$&)At+ -. . }. (IV-3) 

Next we apply (IV-l) to (IV-3); thus 

+wuo -%o)At+ . . . I) (IV-~) 

where now the subscript zero means evaluation at x=x0, 
t = to. We  conclude that in order for x0 to be an allowed 
initial semistate it should satisfy the constraint of (IV-4). 
Because [Q+(V%),At] - ’ may have poles in At at zero, 
more than just the first-order terms in At on the right of 
(IV-4) may be needed to accurately determine the con- 
sistency of x0. 

In the case of linear time-invariant (LTI) circuits a 
more explicit evaluation can be made since 93(x, t) =%0x 
with 93 a constant b x b matrix. Then 9Jo =%.x0, 
(V,%?P)~ =‘%  in which case two of the x0 terms written in 
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(IV-4) cancel; since there are no higher order terms, the 
constraint is 

oJili 
+ 

o { (1, - [ &+%At] -%?)x,, 

- [ @+%~t]-Loi)~(t,)~t} =O. (kzk) (IV-5) 

In the zero input situation we then see that x,, must lie in 
the null space of 1, - [@+‘%At] -l&Z. ‘Also it is seen that 
necessarily [ &+ %At] is nonsingular for small nonzero At, 
a condition known to be needed to guarantee uniqueness 
of solutions [14, p. 4181 

If we have on hand consistent initial conditions we see 
that (IV-3) directly gives a means for the computer aided 
solution of the semistate equations, for which it is seen 
necessary that [a+ (V,%j,,At] be nonsingular. Assuming 
this nonsingularity one then has a wealth of material 
available to aid in obtaining a solution [5]. Consequently 
our examples for this section concern only initial condi- 
tions. 

Example IV-I: 
We return to Example III-2 where 

-=[ y % 3cx;-l,1 

so=[ y 8 j][ ,i];[ B,]. 

The right-hand side of (IV-4) is 

i 

-1 
0 c At CX20 

At At 0 
At 0 3(xzo-1)At 

1-i 1 

u,At 

2xzoAt 

-1 

= At2[3C(xfo- l)+At] 

3At’C(x,Z, - 1)(x, -u,)-2x;,At3 

. 

1 

-3At2C(xzo - 1)x, -2x$At3 +uoAt3 . 

- At2Cx2, -2Cx;oAt2 +CuoAt2 I 
Taking the limit in At gives, for (IV-4), 

X10 

[ 11 

uo -X20 

X20 = X20 

I x3o [(X20-Uo)+~X~o]/3(x~o-1) * 

The last of these is XB -3x,, = -x,~ which is seen by 
inspection of the circuit to be the voltage on the nonlinear 
resistor (recall that i, = -i,). Thus we have consistent 
initial conditions as: x2o = arbitrary, x,~ = 3x,, - xi0 = 
UO - x2o (note that this holds also when xfo = 1 for which 
the xjo equation of the vector equation above is verified 
by L’Hospital’s rule). 

Example IV-2: 
As an LTI example we consider the circuit of Fig. 8 

which has a capacitive loop. The dynamical semistate 

” 

a 

1 

u 

2 

Fig. 8. Capacitive loop example circuit. 

equations can be written as 

01 x=. . [ 1 ‘2 b 

and in the zero input case (IV-5) is 

[:I=([:, :]+At(C;+c,) 

-At(C, +C,) 0 

I)[ 
x10 

c,c, - c,c, 0 X20 

or x,~ = arbitrary, x2o = 0. Thus with no input, any voltage 
can be placed across the capacitors and no current will 
flow. 

It is of interest to consider nonconsistent initial condi- 
tions [15]. Equation (IV-3) is the one to look at where we 
see that if x0 =x( to) is not consistent then x( to +) will not 
equal x(to) in which case impulsive behavior would occur 
in x, though not necessarily in x. Thus in the last example 
we have for any x0 

x(t, +At)= [ @+%At]-‘@x0 

=[ :, ;lxo==[ ;10] 
irrespective of x2o. 

V. LINEAR TIME-INVARIANT CIRCUITS 

As concerns linear time-invariant circuits the theory of 
analysis is rather complete and available elsewhere [6]. In 
particular the use of the Drazin inverse yields solutions 
directly in the time domain. Rather than repeat what is 
available, only the transfer function and reduction to 
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state-variable equations will be touched upon here. 
For linear time-invariant circuits the canonical semi- 

state equations take the form 

&t+ci3x=% (V-la) 

y=Tx (V-lb) 

where 3, as well as all coefficient matrices, is a constant 
matrix. An equivalent system of semistate equations is 
found by multiplying (V-la) by a nonsingular matrix P 
and transforming the semistate by a nonsingular matrix 
Q, to get 

-. - - 
@ .x+tiiE=9u (V-2a) 

y=$F (V-2b) 

with 

x3 

Fig. 9. Signal-flow graph for canonical linear time-invariant semistate 
equations. 

x=QX (V-2c) 

?i=P@Q %=P$Q 

q=Pg ?k=FQ. (V-2d) 

Taking (bilateral) Laplace transforms of (V-l) gives 

[@s+~]l[x]=m[u] (V-3a) 

e[ y] =w.[ x] (V-3b) 

from which we see that two equivalent semistate descrip- 
tions (of. the same dimension, b) are related by 

&~+%=P[&?.s+‘%]]e. (V-4) 
Such are called equivalent pencils and are well studied in 
the mathematical literature where canonical forms can be 
found [16, p. 371. Thus if &? has rank c then it can be 
diagonalized to 1, /Obvc, following which the lower right 
(b-c) x (b-c) submatrix of (the transformed) $i3 can be 
diagonalized to Oh--c--n i 1, where a is its rank. The result- 
ing 1, in $0 can be used to get zeros in all other positions 
of the last a rows and columns; we achieve 

“““--*, oo]+[2q ,I. 

R-5) 

where the semistate has been partitioned according to the 
partition of &?s + $8, and ‘% i ,, a,,, and a21 may have the 
form just mentioned. Fig. 9  gives a “signal-flow graph” 
configuration of this canonical form where the ground 
represents a forced constraint to zero (realized by ground- 
ing the output of an op amp, say). Clearly, if b-c = a then 
(V-6) reduces to the classical state-variable equations writ- 
ten as 

(A +~11h =%u (V-7a) 

y=T,x, +G36D3u. (V-7b) 

If the pencil &?s+ ??I is nonsingular then the transfer 
function T(s), !Z[y]= T(s)!Z[u], follows directly from (V-3) 

T(s)=q&s+%]--9 P-8) 

and this has the same form for all pencils equivalent to 
@s+%. When the rank c of & is less than its size, b, then 
T(s) may achieve poles at infinity as a result of the 
“infinite” elementary divisors of the pencil [ 16, p. 271. This 
is perhaps most clearly illustrated by the simple example 
to follow. But first it is noted that in the case where 
[@s+$] is singular the transfer function may still exist if 
in transforming to an equivalent pencil the transformed 
input and output matrices, q and %, have appropriate 
zeros. 

Example V-l : 
Further, in (V-5) the symmetric part of %,i can be di- 
agonalized by an orthogonal congruency transformation 
while a2, and % i2 can then be made upper and lower 
triangular respectively. In the linear time-invariant case 
we have just seen that we can transform the semistate 
equations to the form (where the - has been dropped for 
simplicity of notation) 

Using the simplest applicable equivalent circuit of the 
transistor, Fig. 10(a), through the equivalent circuit of part 
(b) of the figure, has the semistate equations 

[ii ik+[ -Y -;lx=[ y,]u  x=[ yL- 
Then 

y= [O,aR]x. 

[as+%]-‘=[ y, -;I’=[ -‘: $  

Xl 

Y=[~~;,~2,~3] x2 . 

[ 1  x3 

(V-6b) 

and the transfer function is 

T(s)= -aRc.FIO,aR][ -‘: ;iJ[ y 1 . 
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a) a) 

Fig. 10. Circuit for T(S) with pole at infinity. 

It is of interest to investigate the consistent initial condi- 
tion constraint for this example. From (IV-5) we have, for 
to =o, 

which requires x *o = v,(O) = -u(O), x2o = iE(0) = 0. It 
should be observed that, on taking the (unilateral) Laplace 
transform of the semistate equations, 

showing that x2(O+)#0 results from v,(O-)# -u(O) in 
which case an impulse is present, negating the meaning of 
consistency embodied in (IV-l) (where we could read 
x0 =x(t, -)). 

VI. DISCUSSION 

Semistate theory has been shown here to be a natural 
for the analysis of circuits since the semistate equations 
result directly from Kirchhoff’s and element laws if the 
tree branch voltages and link currents are chosen to form 
the semistate. But these are not the only variables which 
may be chosen, as is concretely exhibited by Example V-l. 
Still, in setting up the canonical form of the semistate 
equations it may be necessary to revert to an equivalent 
circuit through equivalences of the type given in Section II 
whose use guarantees linear constant transformations on 
three terms (the derivative of the semistate, the input, and 
the semistate in the output equation). Of course the use of 
the equivalences makes for larger dimension semistates, as 
for example each gyrator inserted means two more 
branches in the circuit graph and two more components 
in the semistate. But it is seen that a very large class of 
circuits fall into those describable by semistate equations, 
including many nonlinear and time-variable ones. In the 
formulation given here emphasis has been placed upon 
admittance type of formulations where all dynamics is 
placed in capacitors, this because of the practical impor- 
tance of such for integrated circuits. But it should be clear 
that other formulations are equally possible, for example, 
impedance type of descriptions by duality or any hybrid 
type. Too, the class of unicursal circuits [ 171 naturally fits 
into the description and, hence, unicursal types of hystere- 
sis are covered. But unfortunately the more practical types 

of hysteresis simply obtainable from MOS amplifiers have 
not yet been fit in, nor have diodes such as described by 
i = (i + v) 1( i). In any event state-variable descriptions are 
essentially special cases where &= lb, and, whenever state- 
variable equations exist, they can be derived from the 
semistate ones. 

,4s with all nonlinear differential equations the general 
semistate equations are not easy to solve. But (IV-3) gives 
an equation of promise for computer-aided analysis on 
which to begin studies by stepping the solution forward by 
small steps At. Beyond that, though, the semistate equa- 
tions have the particularly nice property that the input is 
isolated in a term appearing linearly in the dynamical 
equations. Consequently, some of the more potierful re- 
sults on undriven nonlinear differential equations seem 
possible to extend to driven ones particularly in obtaining 
canonical square-law systems amenable to algebraic tech- 
niques [ 181 or equivalent linear ones [ 191. In any event, 
through (IV-3) we are able, in (IV-4), to obtain the initial 
conditions permissible for obtaining solutions (right con- 
tinuous at the initial time). In the linear time-invariant 
situation complete solutions have previously been given 
through the use of the Drazin inverse, and, hence, other 
aspects have been discussed here. Still other aspects, such 
as stability, in a somewhat different, but similar, frame- 
work can be found in the creative work of Rosenbrock 
[20]. It should be commented, though, that (IV-5) for 
consistency of x0 differs in form from the one used with 
the Drazin inverse theory but has always numerically 
yielded the same results; a direct proof of the equivalence 
would be welcomed. An alternate formulation following 
the Drazin inverse type theory is under development by 
Campbell [21], while his book [22] gives relevant com- 
ments on calculations. 

One of the distinct advantages of state-variable theory 
is its direct use in design, for example the setting up of a 
system through a signal-flow graph incorporating integra- 
tors. For the field of electronic and integrated circuits this 
has led to revolutionary designs [23], [24, ch. 81. Conse- 
quently, one could hope for similar breakthroughs by the 
use of semistate variables, a first step toward which is 
given in Fig. 9. 

Finally it should be commented that undoubtedly many 
other classes of systems, besides electrical circuits, should 
be subject to semistate equations. Consequently, a general 
mathematical treatment of canonical semistate equations 
and their systems seems well in order. 
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